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The first edition of Enabling Recovery was a much-welcomed

arrival for the discipline of rehabilitation psychiatry as it

emerged from its marginal ‘resettlement’ function in the late

1990s. The discipline is now accepted as part of mainstream

psychiatric practice.

This second edition takes into account new data and

developments, and adds an international perspective.

The book covers a wide range of topics over 31 chapters,

comprehensively written by 42 contributors from diverse

backgrounds, including researchers, clinicians, patients,

managers and policy makers. To start with, there are historical

accounts of altered mental states and how cultures through

the ages have understood them and protected/treated people.

The authors integrate themes of recovery, personalisation,

social exclusion and disability with contemporary practice.

Interventions are described - medication, a range of

psychological therapies, physical healthcare and guidance

around challenging behaviour and substance misuse. The

section discussing service delivery in a range of settings

presents the rehabilitation pathway as a whole-system

approach, moving through different settings as people

become more independent. It usefully details what is

required for effective in-patient care, community care and

supported accommodation, housing and work. Also included

are special topics such as brain injury, autism, risk

management and international psychiatry and, finally, a

chapter on the expanding evidence base for the practice of

specialist rehabilitation.

Although the book focuses on rehabilitation psychiatry,

its appeal is wider and it is useful to multidisciplinary mental

health teams, medical students and other healthcare

practitioners. It is easy to read - the diversity of topics

allows each chapter to stand alone so readers can dip in

and out of the book as they please. It also functions as a

‘toolkit’ to support shared decision-making when faced with

complexity. The chapters ‘Assessment for Rehabilitation’ and

‘Rehabilitation at the Coalface’ are particularly handy as they

describe practical approaches to developing formulations,

engaging with people and developing goals and treatment

plans.
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In the opening chapter of this tour through attachment theory,

Jeremy Holmes suggests a good question to ask patients:

‘Who would you contact first if there was an emergency or

crisis in your life?’ This is a great way to get to the bottom of

who your attachment figure is. Interestingly, during my read of

this book I found myself thinking - ‘which chapter will I turn to

for support with my clinical problems?’

Some chapters were more clear and mindful of their

audience than others. I particularly enjoyed the introduction to

the concepts of attachment theory as well as the chapters on

psychosis, personality disorder and eating disorders. The latter

- with their use of vignettes - were especially effective at

helping me conjure up actual scenarios and reminded me of

how valuable attachment theory is as a way of conceptualising

therapeutic encounters. On the other hand, some chapters had

problems maintaining narrative coherence. The difference was

often determined by whether the authors used clinical material

to enliven theory. Perhaps because multiple authors were

involved, attachment theory was explained repeatedly at the

start of most chapters, which left me irritated and less

responsive. Although the editors suggest that readers might

dip into the book, I found these theoretical recaps tiring.

What the book does really well is demonstrate how

Bowlby’s theory has allowed disparate paradigms to coexist.

The influence and provision of a common language, for

thinkers from scientific backgrounds as distant

as evolution and psychoanalysis, is impressive to see here.

There may be technical disagreements but they are usefully

explored by contrasting the different approaches outlined in

the book, from neurocognitive to cognitive-behavioural to

mentalisation-based.

This guide, with its many helpful ideas, illustrates the need

to consider patients from cradle to grave and how attachment

thinking is relevant across contexts, be these diagnostic,

cultural or systemic. The penultimate chapter by Seager, about

using attachment theory to inform services, is particularly

relevant given current reorganisation of some areas within the

National Health Service, where sometimes it seems people and

their relationships are being forgotten. He asks a powerful

question which has made me reflect seriously about my work:

‘If early attachment relationships are this powerful and

formative in human personality development, why is our

society so blind to attachments when designing its mental

health care systems?’
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